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Chris Kaplan is forced to employ a drone to greatly help a prisoner in a jail break. When a fascinating tech firm brings
him in to discuss his encounters, he's caught up in the fever pitch of development, but not everything is as it seems at

DroneCore. A reflection of both tech community and the US intelligence community, 'Drone Battle' opens the
entranceway to the back rooms where lives hang in the total amount and people drink a significant amount of coffee.

Everything that shows up in this story can be done today. This story contains elements of the true at every change, from
drones to cryptocurrency to the epidemic of medications that has exploded in recent years.
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Overly busy, tech focused book about what may be coming tomorrow Drone War gets started really fast with the main
character involved in a prison break, forced along by some shady characters, and continues to build from there. Chris
Kaplan, the talented engineer at the center of the tale gets a higher paying job focusing on software for drones in New
York City, but in a whole lot of methods he's out of his depth...the story switches into government secrets, medications,
and Russian gangsters. If you are dealing with people who work on classified projects all day, do not get too comfortable
that you've got the complete picture and see what's going on. I liked the people and plot It was great! There's also a
strong engineering perspective, which gives you small glimpses into how the software works, without going on for web
pages and web pages about code. The characters, and configurations in New york, were engaging, and the plot was well
toned. I liked the characters and plot, however the closing was rushed.Great go through with quirky people, good insight
into technology, and engaging advancement. This was a well written, fast paced book that . Awesome book Soooo nice,
y'all. Five Stars Fast paced! It seems engineers observe these tech products like drones much differently than other
folks do. I can't wait for his next book to come out. It was great!What I must say i liked about the story is how fast
paced the plot was, it's a fast book to read because each thing that occurs draws you along to see how it will develop. In
addition, it isn't sci-fi, this is all items that could (and you better hope won't) happen in true to life. I loved the twists,
but I skipped the details from the sooner sections. This was a well written, fast paced book that was thoroughly
entertaining..
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